Mrs Hyland
Mrs Nowell

We will be writing letters using the book
‘Dear Green Peace’ to help us.
We continue to strengthen our reading
skills of prediction and inference.
We will use writing to inform and make
change as well as embedding our spelling
and grammar skills ready for KS2

The children will be practising for
sports day and learning to navigate.

* orienteering
* Athletics

History and Geography: We will look at significant individuals from history and modern day exploring those people that
have made changes to the world for the good.
Design: We will explore look at books that have moving
parts such as levers, wheels and sliders. We will then create
our own book pages that have moving parts.
Music: We are creating music inspired by our planet and
listening to artists who have used music to try and change the
world.
Computing: We will continue to improve and embed our
coding skills.
Faith: We will continue to explore different faiths.
PSHE: We are learning about our place in the world and
our impact upon our communities.

PE is every Tuesday and Thursday



Practice multiplication tables together at home 2x, 3x, 5x and 10x



Read with your children at least 3 times a week Ask questions about their
book.



Each maths lesson will have a short focus on answering fluency skills around
number. Every maths session will have a
reasoning or problem solving problem.
We will now begin learning about
measures—looking at time, money and
measures of length, mass and capacity.

Involve them in everyday maths tasks like shopping and cooking.

We are recapping our learning about the
seasons and how they effect our local
environment. Continuing to grow plants
and flowers and learning about our senses
and bodies.

Learning to do at home will be set on Class Dojo or Google Classrooms.
Use the Digital learning guide to access online learning across all areas of
learning.

